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Collocation: Generating meaning in 
context
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Ultimate question

• What is the answer to the meaning of life

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cjEdxO91RWQ
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• Which also encodes for ‘*’ in ASCII!

Wjat is collocation?

• 42
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Language

• In the beginning

•Collocation is

Classifying language

 But how we group words into kinds will depend on 
the aim of the classification, - and on our own 
inclination.

 Wittgenstein 1953.
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Poetic conceits

• Saussure the pragmatic
• Synchronic v. Diachronic
• Langue v. Parole

• Chomsky the manipulator
• Competence v. Performance

Two Schools of thought

 Functional collocation – the lexicographic tradition 
of restricted collocation: The Palmer Tradition
 Arbitrary or unmotivated combinations
 Which comes first, the chicken or the egg?
 Consecration by time and usage

 Contextual collocations - textual collocation and 
lexical cohesion: The Firthian inheritance
 This is logical or ‘motivated’ (Hunston 2002) in that word

classes become apparent
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Collocation theorists and their legacy

• Harold E. Palmer (1877-1949)
• Linguist and language teacher
• 1933-Second Interim Report on English Collocations, A New Classification of 

English Tones
• Influenced AS Hornby

• John Rupert Firth (1890–1960)
• Linguist
• 1957 - Papers in Linguistics 1934–1951 (1957) London: Oxford University

Press.
• Influenced Michael Halliday, John Sinclair

Firth’s Polysystematism

• an approach to linguistic analysis based on the view that language
patterns cannot be accounted for in terms of a single system of 
analytic principles and categories ... but that different systems may
need to be set up at different places within a given level of 
description. (David Crystal)
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Three viewpoints

 Contextualism
– The wild beauty of language without concession 

 NLP
– Formalising to tame language to computer applications

 Lexicography
– The language tamers – the essential compromise of 

presentation

Collocation: the nature of the beast

 What is contextual collocation?
– Firth to Sinclair

 What are idioms?
– Cermak, Moon – Fixed Expressions and Idioms

 Where does one stop and the other begin?
 Is language a formal series of structures or is this

just a convenience to tame the wild beast?
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Where I stand

 Language as communication
 Firthian contextualism
 Lexicography as an extension of teaching
 Corpus Linguistics

The Three C’s

 John Sinclair
– Corpus
– Concordance
– Collocation
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Context

 Context of culture
 Context of situation

 What does textile mean?
 without some imperative stimulus of the moment, there 

can be no spoken statement. In each case, therefore, 
utterance and situation are bound up inextricably with 
each other and the context of situation is indispensable 
for the understanding of the words (op. cit. 307)."

 MALINOWSKI B. (1924) The Problem of Meaning in Primitive Languages in OGDEN & 
RICHARDS (1924) p296-336.

The Firthian inheritence

 You shall know a word by the company it keeps.  
(Firth 1957)

 The basic assumption of the theory of analysis by 
levels is that any text can be regarded as a 
constituent of a context of situation.

 Firth. 1957. A synopsis of linguistic theory 1930-1955.
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Firth and the London School

 Eugène Winter, discourse patterns analysis
 Michael Hoey – corpus linguistics, lexical patterning
 Michael Halliday, lexico-grammar, 
 John Sinclair, Corpus analysis models, the COBUILD 

project.

What is collocation: Chunks of 
language

 Idioms – raining cats and dogs
 Locutions - I hereby declare…
 Phraseological units
 Lexical phrases 
 Fixed Expressions & Idioms
 Collocation – enact a law
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Collocation et phraseology: a 
continuum

 It is with great pleasure that …
 So what? 
 Render unto Caesar
 Not an end in itself
 Kith and kin – irreversible binomials
 Break the law – restricted collocation

Word and morpheme: beyond English

 Collocation in its purest sense … recognises only 
the lexical co-occurrence of words. Sinclair 1991 : 170

 Ferenc Kiefer: A Corpus-based Analysis of the 
Modal Suffix -hAt in Hungarian 

 Ton van der Wouden: Collocational behaviour in the 
modal realm

 BBI: Grammatical collocations
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Collocation as association patterns

• Defining collocation
 Context of situation - a specialised textual 

environment
 Building networks
 Perspectives

Defining Collocation in the 
Palmer Tradition

 Habitual
 Lexically transparent
 Arbitrary
 Grammatically well-formed
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Habitual

 Statistically measurable
 which measure ?

 Z-score
 T score
 Mutual Information

Lexically transparent

 Support verbs and delexicalisation
– Make a cake
– Make the bed
– Make love

 Institutionalisation
– Public Baths
– Public School
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Transparent and translatable

Two elements of a different nature
 Cuisinière mixte – mixed cooker?
 Mariage mixte – mixed marriage ?
 Cercle mixte – mixed circle ?
People of the same sex
 Ecole mixte – mixed school
 Plage mixte – mixed beach ?

Arbitrary

 He had a heart attack
– Il a fait un infarctus lit. He made a heart attack

 Heavy smoker/drinker
– The fat man with a cigarette/ glass of whiskey?
– Gros fumeur / buveur invéteré
– What is a drinker? I LOVE tea

 Heavy traffic
– Circulation dense
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Syntactically well-formed: a 
lexicographical requirement

 Collocations of a given word are statements of the 
habitual or customary places of that word in 
collocational order but not in any other contextual 
order and emphatically not in any grammatical 
order. 

 Firth. 1957. A synopsis of linguistic theory 1930-1955.

How restrictive can we be?

 Free and bound collocation – Haussman
 Negotiating meaning

– The problem of terms
– The « pomme de terre » principle

 Dominator and dominated – base and collocate
 Towards a contextual definition
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Restricted Collocations: the BBI

 G1 noun + prep. depend on, consists in
 G2 noun + inf. a pleasure to do something
 G3 noun + that an agreement that
 G4 preposition + nom by accident
 G5  adj. + prep. fond of something
 G6  predicate  adj + inf. likely to do sth
 G7 adj. + that he was afraid that
 G8  Complex verb patterns 

BBI Lexical Collocations 

 L1 collocations of activation and creation
– L1a V + N apply a principle
– L1c V + N establish a principle

 L2 collocations of eradication ou nullification
– V + N reject an appeal

 L3 adj + nom. effective management
 L4 nom + v. alarms go off
 L5 meronymy pride of lions
 L6 adv. + adj strictly accurate
 L7 v. + adv. argue heatedly
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Lexical functions

Paradigmatic relations
 Hyponymy Gener (Muscadet)=wine
 Meronymy 5 classes

– Mult(cow)=herd, Cap(faculty)=dean, Centr(mountain)=peak, 
Equip(ship)=crew, Sing(snow)=flake

Syntagmatic relations 
 Phrasemes (idioms),
 quasi-phrasemes Shopping Centre
 semi –phrasemes reject an appeal

Advantages and Inconveniences

 BBI: a useful teaching tool
 Mel’cuk – computer readable formalism

 BBI is by intuition
 Mel’cuk – intuition, time and rigidity
 Corpus Collocation – permeating all levels of 

language
 Pragmatic approaches 
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Contextual Collocation: A definition

 Collocation is a relationship of meaning between 
two or more lexical items that co-occur in context 
regularly and in a statistically significant manner. 
The link between the items is of modified element 
to modified element, no one element totally 
dominates the other as the meaning of both is 
triggered through the context.

 Heavy does not mean heavy, it means heavy! 

Collocation and corpus

 Textual collocation
 Psychological collocation
 Statistical collocation
 Partington. 1998. Patterns and Meanings. John Benjamin's
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Beyond restriction

 Sinclair 1987
– Open choice principle

 Language text as the result of a very large number of complex 
choices

– Idiom principle
 A language user has available to him a large number of semi-

constructed phrases that constitute single choices

Word Association

 Brain storming
– Preparing the ground by opening lexical fields

 Semantic analysis by word list
– Building a corpus of words
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Cohesive collocation: a working
definition

 Cohesive collocation is the statistically significant 
habitual co-occurence of lexical items within a 
predefined textual window within a definable 
discourse environment.

Textual cohesion : repetition and 
collocation

 Witchweed (Striga asiatica [L.] Kuntze) is an 
important parasitic weed on several poaceous 
crops, including sorghum. Crop yields may be 
reduced by as much as 90% in infested land. The 
parasite produces large numbers of seeds with 
prolonged viability and special germination 
requirements .
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Collocations of "parasitic"

 angiosperms - parasitic angiosperms
 plants - parasitic plants
 weeds - parasitic weeds
 non-parasitic - parasitic & non-parasitic plants
 life - parasitic way of life

alkaloids parasitism

parasitic angiosperm

angiosperms

genus

higher

plants

stage

weed

weeds

attached parasite

interface interface

systems

Parasitism

autotrophic
fold

doses
substitution
autotrophic
transpiration
plants

rates
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Collocations and textual 
environement (1)

 Berry Roghe (1973)
– a distributional theory of meaning

 Phillips (1985)
– graphic representation of lexical links

Collocations and textual 
environement (2) 

 Jeremy Clear (1994)
– disambiguation of polysemy

 Kilgarriff (2001)
– WordSketch

 Geoffrey Williams (1996, 1998)
– collocational networks 
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Collocational networks

• ... a web of interlocking conceptual clusters realised in the form of 
words linked through the process of collocation. (Williams 1998 : 156)

• ... networks are formed by following through the "collocational 
chains" which consists of initial look-up forms , referred to here as 
nodes in that they act as points of intersection in the graphical
representation, and their collocates. (Williams 1998 : 156-157)

An identity network
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Collocational resonance

• Language users carry aspects of meaning from previously
encountered usage, consciously and subconsciously, colouring the 
meanings and prosodies in use.

• Etymological aspects are carried over if he user is aware of past
usage or if this is still active.

• No distinction  is made between so-called literal and figurative 
meanings.

• Metaphor only occurs if the user is conscious of the fact

Demonstrating resonance

• Meanings echoing across time.
• Collocational networks

• Meaning environment

• Diachronic networks
• New networks, new meanings

• Mapping the past onto the present
• Lexicographical prototypes
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The company words keep: exploring sense
and meaning through collocation
• Collocation is a relationship of meaning between two or more lexical 

items that co- occur in context regularly and in a  statistically
significant manner. The link between the items is of modified
element to  modified element, no one element totally dominates the 
other as the meaning of both is triggered through the context.

Where do they come from ? 
Source Oxford Dictionary of English
• Sense

• Late Middle English (as a noun in the sense ‘meaning’) from Latin sensus
‘faculty of feeling, thought, meaning’, from sentire ‘feel’. The verb dates from
the mid 16th cent.

• Mean
• Middle English, shortening of Old English gemæne, of Germanic origin, from

an Indo-European root shared by communis ‘common’. The original sense was
‘common to two or more people’, later ‘inferior in rank’ …

• Meaning: late Middle English: verbal noun from MEAN
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Sense in dictionaries
LEME and onwards
http://leme.library.utoronto.ca
• Richard Sherrey1550

• The wordes as they stande, brynge wyth them greate inconuenience, to 
wytte, to expositoures, and the other textes. The meaning doth not so, but 
auoydeth al these inconueniences, & satisfieth reason, expositours, & texts of 
the scripture: wherfore wyt, expositour, & scripture thinketh it better to take
the sentence, then the worde.

• William Lily, 1567
• Any of the fiue wittes, called the senses, or that the minde conceaueth, called

a meaning. 

• Cawdrey, 1604
• feeling or perceiuing

Sense in the 16th Century
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Meaning in the 16th century

Meaning and Sense in the 18th century: Dr. 
Johnson
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ODE: a corpus-based dictionary

• Meaning: What is meant by a word, text, concept, or action
• Implied or explicit signifiance
• The meaning of the Hindu word is ‘breakthrough, release’
• Important or worthwhile quality or purpose
• This can lead to new meaning in the life of older people

• Meaningless: having no meaning or significance
• The paragraph was a jumble of meaningless words
• Having no purpose or reason

Sense and nonsence: ODE

• 1. A faculty by which the body perceives an external stimulus; one of 
the faculties of sight, smell, hearing, taste and touch

• 4. a way in which an expression or a situation can be interpreted; a 
meaning

• It is not clear which sense of the word ‘character’ is intended in this passage

• Nonsense: spoken or written words that have no meaning or make no 
sense

• He was talking absolute nonsense
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Historical Sources

• How do I access them?
• I use CAQDAS – Computer Assisted Qualitative Data Analysis Software
• I use Atlas ti – www.atlasti.com

• How do I build networks?
• I use Atlas ti
• Maybe I should give a demonstration

Making sense of the present

• SketchEngine
• https://www.sketchengine.eu
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Sense

Meaning
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Compared

The End

• Thanks for listening

• I answer questions by mouth or email
• williams@licorn-research.fr
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